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Abstract: Understanding the history of clients will act as a
valuable screening method for banks by providing information
that can categorize clients as defaulters on a loan. Customer
credit rating is a grade process where the consumer is categorized
by the grade. Credit scoring model used to ascertain credit risk
from new and existing customer. Credit rating is an assessment
used to measure the creditworthiness of the customer. For the
huge customers related dataset we can use various classification
techniques used in the field of data mining. The main idea is by
analyzing the customer data and by combining machine-learning
algorithm to identify the default credit card user. Default is a
keyword, used for predicting the customer who cant repay the
amount on time. Predicting future credit default accounts in
advance is highly tedious task. Modern statistical techniques are
usually unable to manage huge data. The proposed work focus
mainly on ensemble learning and other artificial intelligence
technique.
Index Terms: Customers, Classification Techniques, Credit
Card, Ensemble methods

I.

INTRODUCTION

Customer record provides many valuable information about
used to identify the customer who will fail to pay the loan.
The data related to customer are very huge so various data
classification techniques are to be included. The Machine
learning domain plays a major role in various application
like medical, theft identification, forest fire, human
detection, networking and so on[4][12][16][19]. Ensemble
approaches are meta-algorithms incorporating many
techniques of machine learning into one predictive model to
reduce unreliability (bagging), bias (boosting), or improve
predictions (stacking). Ensemble methods can be classified
into two groups namely sequential set methods and parallel
set method.
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The fundamental motive of sequential methods is to
manipulate the dependency among the base learners.
Weighing previously mislabeled examples of higher weight
will improve overall performance. Parallel ensemble
methods where parallel baseline learners are created (e.g.
Random Forest). The basic motive of parallel methods is to
maximize independence among the base learners, as the
error can be dramatically reduced by averaging. Bagging
stands for grouping of bootstraps. One way to lower an
estimate's variance is by combining several estimates
together. The main objective of boosting is to fit into
weighted versions of the data a series of poor learners –
models which are only slightly better better than random
guessing, such as small decision trees. Examples which
were wrongly predicted in previous rounds are given more
weight. The predictions are then combined to produce the
final prediction by means of a weighted majority vote
(classification) or a weighted sum (regression). The main
difference between boosting methods and committee
methods, like bagging, is that base learners are trained
sequentially on a weighted version of the data. Stacking is
the machine learning technique that combines multiple
classification or regression model through meta classifier.
Soft computing is used in various fields like medical, online
and for human detection[4]. The base level techniques are
trained based on full trained set, then the surrogate-model is
trained as features on the expected outputs from the base
level model.
II.

RELATED WORKS

Credit score is a statistical and numerical representation
based on the analysis of customer data which introduced in
early 1980’s[17]. Classification is a technique or process of
grouping set of data into group and then perform
analysis[18]. The static and dynamic model statistical
models are under in decision making method and data
analysis to test the credit score. For identification of credit
card default client it can be analyzed by other method too
like techniques like Neural Network, Support Vector
Machine and so on[7][11]. The ensemble learning was
proposed for further better classification performance and
for imbalanced credit scoring dataset and to provide
empirical evaluation using multiple data mining
approaches[10]. These researches are done under the batch
training and few researches done based on streaming
dataset. Online machine learning is a machine learning
technique used to restore the best analysis for future data.
One characteristics of online learning is no need of
availability of sufficient dataset before training[1].
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Online learning represents a adequate and devastating
algorithms compared to other algorithms and tackles the
problem with memory consumption and retain cost with
incoming data[9].
III.

DATASET DESCRIPTION

The suggested system uses the original UCI repository
report. There are 25 factors and 30,000 documents for
customers. This dataset contains information on the credit
card clients, regular charges, demographic factors, credit
records, payment.
IV.

MACHINE LEARNING CLASSIFERS

3.1 ADA BOOST CLASSIFIER
Ada-boost is otherwise known as Adaptive Boosting, is a
machine learning algorithm to increase
or improve
performance. It is used to boost performance of decision
tree for binary classification problem. Ada-boost is a
classifier used for converting weaker dataset into stronger
dataset. The base idea of ada-boost classifier to iterate by
adding weights to misclassified observation.

3.2 CAT BOOST CLASSIFIER
Cat Boost is abbreviated as “Category” and “Boosting”. Cat
Boost is a recently open-sourced machine learning algorithm
and it can be easily integrated with other framework. Cat
boost has various features like converting categorical values
into numbers using various statistics. It produces efficient
result in accuracy result. It provides one more major
functionality which is, it reduces the need for maximum
hyper-parameter tuning and lower the chances of over fitting
models. It is mainly used within organization for ranking
and has wide application in various domain.

Fig.1.Evolution Of Xg Boost
3.4
LIGHT
GRADIENT
BOOST
MACHINE
CLASSIFIER
Light GBM is otherwise as Light Gradient Boosting Method
is also known as fast,highly efficient gradient boosting
methodology ,which is a tree based algorithm. The word
light is derived since it is can process faster compare to
other classifier. which uses tree based algorithm and its
trees grows vertically whereas the other algorithms grows
the opposite. The Light gradient boosting algorithm can be
very efficient on large data sets which uses very low
memory and it is very fast to compare other algorithms.
V.

PROPOSED FRAMEWORKS:

3.3 XG BOOST CLASSIFIER
XG Boost is otherwise as eXtreme Gradient Boosting which
is one of the machine learning boosting classifier models.
The XG boost use plot_importance() function which is a
build in function to generate feature importance, which
improves the performance and efficiency by algorithmic
optimization and system optimization.

Fig.2. Proposed Flow Of The Work
The above diagram represents the proposed flow of the
work. The data load is the first phase of the project, which
is loading the data set into the algorithm, The next stage is
nothing but pre processing. It performs the operation like
data cleaning, finding missing
values and to ensure that there
is no redundant data.
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Next comes the analysis method. It involves the algorithm
like adaboost, Cat boost, XG boost and light GBM. It is
used for performing or analyzing the huge dataset or
imbalanced dataset and to provide the accurate result. The
parameter fixing is nothing but removing the another fields.
Then comes the final result phase. That is displaying the
result.

Fig.5.Confusion Matrix Of Ada Boost
From Ada Boost confusion matrix the ROC(Receiver
Operating
Characteristics
Curve)
score
is
0.6588048536053512.

Fig.3. Auc Value Comparision

The above figure describes the comparison of four boosting
techniques like adaboost, Cat boost, XG boost and light
GBM. When compared to other techniques light GBM
performance is good and provide accuracy result.
VI.

RESULTS

5.1 CURRENT FINANCIAL STATUS OF THE BANK
Generally as per reports the bank is generating profit of
nearly 22 million dollars using credit card business. The
profit of the people in the data set approximately -600000
dollars. By this we can analyze each customer in data set
produce loss of 20 dollars for the bank. The in-active
customers brings profit to the bank steadily by paying their
yearly fee. This following image shows profit of each
customer in the data set.

Fig.4.Profit Per Customer
The above figure implies that the profitable customer
brings below 200 dollars to the bank while the individual
loss per customer is over 5000 dollars. By analyzing the
data set, we can know that the bank has about 23000 profit
bringing customers and about 7000 non-profit bringing
customers. It also further implies that the average profit is
only 72 dollars however the loss is 330 dollars. By this we
can imply that although there are more profit bringing
customers the loss is very high.
5.2 FILTERING CUSTOMER BASE USING
BOOSTING TECHNIQUES

Ada Boost is one of the boosting techniques which is used to
convert weekly performing classifier to strong classifier.
We run the data set using Ada boost algorithm. The
confusion matrix of training the data set using the Ada
Boost classifier is given below:

5.2.2 CAT BOOST
Cat Boost has various features like converting
categorical values into numbers using various statistics. It
produces efficient result in accuracy result.We run the data
set using Cat boost algorithm. The confusion matrix of
training the data set using the cat Boost classifier is given
below:

Fig.6.Confusion Matrix Of Cat Boost
From Cat Boost confusion matrix the
ROC(Receiver Operating Characteristics Curve) score is
0.6619619855275654.
5.3 FPREDICTED DEFAULT RISK IN BOOSTING
TECHNIQUES
The boosting algorithms are used to predict the credit
default payments in the data set. The feature importance
result is generated in each boosting algorithms and accuracy
of each boosting techniques is also calculated.
5.3.1 ADA BOOST
The Ada boost uses parameters that are
base_estimator, n_estimator, learning_rate which are
very important in predict the feature importance.

5.2.1 ADA BOOST
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5.2.4 LIGHT GBM BOOST
The Light gradient boost use top level of
eli5.explain_weights()
calls
are
dispatched
to
eli5.lightgbm.explain_weights_lightgbm() function to
generate feature importance of attributes.

Fig.7.Feature Importance Of Ada Boost
The F1 Score of each attribute is
calculated and it is further split based on those values. The
accuracy obtained running the data set using Ada boost
algorithm is 65%.
5.3.2 CAT BOOST
The
Cat
boost
uses
parameters
that
are
prettified,thread_count,verbose which are very important
in predict the feature importance.

Fig.10.Feature Importance Of Light Gbm Boost
The Light gradient boosting is a gradient boosting
framework which uses tree based algorithm and its trees
grows vertically whereas the other algorithms grows the
opposite. The Light gradient boosting algorithm can be very
efficient on large data sets which uses very low memory and
it is very fast to compare other algorithms. Its accuracy also
higher than the other algorithms, since it has the highest
accuracy of 79% which is higher than the above used
algorithms.
VII.

Fig.8.Feature Importance Of Cat Boost
The individual feature importance value of each input
attributes is calculated and it is used in specifying in loss
function which will produce accurate results. The accuracy
obtained running the data set using Cat boost algorithm is
66%.

CONCLUSION

To identify the default payment of credit card
clients of huge data set data analysis should be involved.
Data analysis allows cultivation and learning based on
model build, feature extraction, and various conditions that
can improve the trait of customer acquirement. Here we use
boosting technique which provides better performance and
accuracy. The four boosting techniques mentioned can
analysis the huge data set and to provide the accurate result.
The boosting techniques which are included here can
perform analysis for imbalanced dataset. Analysis of data
set that allow 80% data set for learning and 20% of data set
for training to improve the ability of customer. By using
Predictive analysis model for estimating the default payment
and loss of extend and for predicting losses.

5.3.3 XG BOOST
The XG boost use plot_importance() function which
is a build in function to generate feature importance of the
input attributes.
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